Date
Address of the University
Dear, Mr /Mrs
It’s ….. from Syria , and I’m going to express to you in this letter my motivation to do master in Berlin
school of economis and law. I’m applying for this program because I’m interested in finance, and how to
make money. This program will put me in the right way to be a successful business man in the future. I
think that Berlin business school is one of the best international schools in the world that offer best
education for its students. Also, There’s lots of seminar in your study plan for this program which help
students to acquire creative thinking , and international courses that I would like to study as ( Financial
Risk management and management of international asset portfolio). I would like to be financial analyst
who helps his organization and his country to make good financial decisions. I think that studying this
program will help me to reach to this goal. Actually my country Syria is currently facing many economic
and financial problems hopefully, I can participate in reforming our economy, help my country to invest
in the best way when I return back home using knowledge that I’ll acquire during studying.
Germany is one of the most countries that have strong economy in Europe, and in the world. Germany
now is like the engine in the European Union. It helped countries like Gerecce and Italy to avoid financial
crisis. I’ve studied a lot about Germany and its culture in school. Actually I enjoyed studying German’s
customs and habits when I was at school. Germany has an outstanding education system that helps
students to be successful in their practical work. Germany has an international level of education,
outstanding professors in universities. Tuition fees in this program and in a great number of universities
are zero. I think that Germany has better education than we have in Syria also, it offers for its students
international courses that’s not here in Syria . German gives more attention to practical work than Syria .
That’s why I’m applying for German business school and not for other business school outside Germany.
One of the good things in German education system that I think our Government should apply is that
when students finish school, they can learn while they are doing a work to get a profession ( as a student
can get a profession of being a nurse after being trained in a hospital for 3 years). This will improve our
economy and decrease unemployment rate.
I studied many international courses in finance that’s also taught in Georgia state university in
U.S.A as ( derivatives and portfolio management ) which gave me strong knowledge in finance,
and improved my thinking skills. All courses that I’ve studied was in English so, I think that I’ll be
familiar with most of English financial terminologies of master program. I learned in university
how to work in groups, and how to best use the internet to do projects and presentations. In the
last semester I had two months internship in the credit department of Cairo bank which gave me
the experience of applying what I studied in university in practical work. I’m also interested in
cultures, people, and languages so I don’t think that I’ll find any difficulty to cope with new
international challenging atmosphere of your school .

Thank you for considering my application and ,Hopefully, you give the opportunity to enjoy the
experience of studying in your school.
Yours,sincerely
Signature
name

